This article illustrates a method of testing models of change in individual long-term psychotherapy cases. A depressed client was treated with 208 sessions of control mastery therapy (CMT), an unmanualized approach that integrates elements of psychodynamic therapy (PDT) and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Panels of experts developed prototypes of ideal PDT, CBT, and CMT process using the Psychotherapy Process Q-set (PQS; J. S. Ablon & E. E. Jones, 1999; E. E. Jones, L. A. Parke, & S. Pulos, 1992; E. E. Jones & S. M. Pulos, 1993). Independent observers rated every 4th session (N ϭ 53) with the PQS. Using correlations between ideal and actual PQS ratings followed by paired t tests, the authors compared adherence to the CMT prototype with adherence to plausible alternative models advocated by the PDT and CBT experts. Bivariate time series analyses determined whether prototype adherence predicted an estimated index of symptom change. Results showed that the therapist's behavior was most consistent with the CMT prototype and that this aspect of the CMT prototype along with particular aspects of the other prototypes influenced estimated symptom change. The results, which replicate and extend earlier findings, support the validity of this approach to studying long-term therapies but also highlight its limitations.
Long-term therapy has been relatively neglected in the psychotherapy research literature. One reason for this paucity may be the practical challenges of scrutinizing long-term treatments with recommended randomized clinical trial methodologies (Chambless & Hollon, 1998) . For instance, the expense involved in a randomized trial of therapies lasting a few months (Elkin, 1994) could become prohibitively expensive if extrapolated to treatments lasting a few years. Furthermore, specifying the treatment model in advance in a therapy manual may become untenable in lengthy open-ended treatments that lack a fixed focus and that are intended to change course in response to unanticipated events (Westen, Novotny, & ThompsonBrenner, 2004) . Without a detailed therapy manual, the conventional methods of assessing whether the treatment model was consistently applied and whether it accounted for observed therapeutic changes would be inappropriate. Yet, given evidence that long-term therapies may be more effective than short-term therapies (Howard, Kopta, Krause, & Orlinsky, 1986; Orlinsky, Grawe, & Parks, 1994; Seligman, 1995) , it seems worthwhile to develop cost-effective, alternative ways to study the relationship between prescribed therapeutic processes and outcomes in these therapies. In this article, we offer one approach using an intensive quantitative single-case design involving time series analyses.
Studying the Relationship Between Adherence and Outcome in Group Designs
In studies comparing groups of people treated by different forms of therapy, the contribution of the specific theoretical model to outcome is shown through measures of adherence. Traditionally, these measures mirror the therapy manuals that define the treatments (e.g., Hill, O'Grady, & Elkin, 1992; Shapiro & Startup, 1992) . Trained judges rate how closely actual therapy sessions conform to the prescriptions of their associated manuals (e.g., Barber et al., 2006; Hill et al., 1992; Shapiro & Startup, 1992) . On occasion, these therapies are also assessed for whether and to what extent they conform to therapeutic processes prescribed by other therapy manuals (e.g., Hill et al., 1992) . The case for specific effects of a particular theoretical model is made by examining the correlation between adherence to that model and relevant outcomes (e.g., Barber et al., 2006; DeRubeis & Feeley, 1990) . Studies in this tradition have found that (a) different forms of therapy can be distinguished on the basis of adherence measures (e.g., therapists conducting cognitive behavioral therapy [CBT] have acted in closer accord with the CBT manual than with an interpersonal therapy (IPT) manual (Hill et al., 1992) ; (b) specific forms of therapy can contain significant elements belonging to other forms of therapy (e.g., CBT can contain ingredients of IPT; Hill et al., 1992) ; and (c) greater adherence to the therapists' ascribed theoretical model can predict better outcomes (e.g., greater adherence to CBT techniques has predicted greater symptom reduction following CBT for depression; DeRubeis & Feeley, 1990 ). Yet, other such studies have found (a) no relationships between adherence and outcome (Barber, CritsChristoph, & Luborsky, 1996; Elkin, 1988) ; (b) symptom change influencing adherence (e.g., early improvement predicting greater adherence to psychodynamic technique; Barber et al., 1996) ; and (c) adherence interacting with factors such as therapist competence and therapeutic alliance (e.g., adherence to a drug counseling protocol only predicting better outcomes when the therapeutic alliance was poor; Barber et al., 2006; Shaw et al., 1999) .
A limitation of these adherence studies is that they depend on preexisting therapy manuals. Many therapies conducted in private practice settings and elsewhere lack manuals but nonetheless have a coherent model of ideal therapy process (Bohart, 2000) . Jones (1998, 2002) showed that adherence to theory-specific models of ideal therapy process in unmanualized or manualized therapies can be assessed using prototype methodology. Archived brief psychodynamic (PDT), CBT, and IPT therapies were assessed using a pantheoretical and multidimensional psychotherapy process measure (The Psychotherapy Process Q-set [PQS] ; Ablon & Jones, 1999; Jones, Parke, & Pulos, 1992; Jones & Pulos, 1993) . Experts on each type of therapy independently used the PQS to rate a hypothetical "ideal psychotherapy session" according to their therapy orientation. These ideal ratings were then aggregated within experts of the same theoretical orientation to yield a generic "formula" (or prototype) for each therapy type. Adherence scores were derived by correlating each orientation's prototype ratings with the process ratings given to the archived therapy sessions. Results showed that (a) different forms of therapy can generate statistically distinct prototypes (e.g., the PDT and CBT experts loaded on different factors; Ablon & Jones, 1998) ; (b) specific forms of therapy can contain more ingredients belonging to other forms of therapy than ingredients belonging to their own form of therapy (e.g., IPT was found to adhere more closely to ideal CBT process than to ideal IPT process; Ablon & Jones, 2002) ; (c) greater adherence to the therapist's ascribed model can predict better outcomes (e.g., greater adherence to ideal PDT process predicted better outcomes in PDT; Ablon & Jones, 1998 , 2002 . Interestingly, these investigators also found that sometimes greater adherence to other therapy models may be even more predictive of better outcomes than adherence to the therapists' ascribed model. In one archival data set, outcome following CBT was more consistently associated with adherence to the PDT prototype than adherence to the CBT prototype (Ablon & Jones, 1998) .
Studying the Relationship Between Adherence and Session Outcomes in Single Cases
Because the prototype approach does not require preexisting manuals, it may be especially well suited for examining links between adherence and session outcomes in unmanualized single cases. Pole, Ablon, O'Connor, and Weiss (2002) applied a simplified prototype approach to study this relationship in a brief control mastery therapy (CMT) (Weiss, 1993) . CMT is a coherent but unmanualized system of psychotherapy that integrates psychodynamic and cognitive behavioral theories with other unique ideas (Pole & Bloomberg-Fretter, 2006) . CMT is psychodynamic in the sense that it emphasizes unconscious mental processes and posits that early childhood experiences contribute importantly to the patient's presenting complaints. CMT is cognitive in that it considers irrational beliefs to be a major "pathogen" and challenging them to be an important focus of treatment. In addition, CMT takes the view that therapeutic progress fundamentally depends on the client's appraisals of danger and safety during therapy rather than any particular techniques (Rappoport, 1997; Sampson, 1990) , and thus many CMT theorists emphasize case specificity and eschew manualization (Fretter, Bucci, Broitman, Silberschatz, & Curtis, 1994; Silberschatz, Fretter, & Curtis, 1986) . CMT advises therapists to carefully monitor the therapy process for clues about the client's danger level and to choose interventions accordingly. CMT theorists stipulate that feelings of danger arise because of irrational unconscious pathogenic beliefs that warn of negative consequences of pursuing normal developmental goals (e.g., seeking career advancement). Pathogenic beliefs are often associated with inappropriate guilt (O'Connor, Berry, & Weiss, 1999) , which may not be readily apparent to the client but that is usually a focus of treatment. CMT anticipates that the client's primary strategy for modifying her or his pathogenic beliefs will be to test them in the context of the therapy relationship (Silberschatz & Curtis, 1993) , sometimes in provocative ways. If the therapist "passes" the client's tests, then the client will ostensibly have a corrective emotional experience that undermines her or his pathogenic beliefs and increases her or his safety. Conversely, failed tests reinforce pathogenic beliefs and increase client danger (see O'Connor, 2002; Pole & Bloomberg-Fretter, 2006; or see Silberschatz, 2005 , for more details).
Though CMT has received considerable empirical support from other sources (Caspar et al., 2000; Foreman, Gibbins, Grienberger, & Berry, 2000; Fretter et al., 1994; Messer, Tishby, Spillman, 1992; Norville, Sampson, & Weiss, 1996; Pole & Jones, 1998; Silberschatz, 2005; Silberschatz & Curtis, 1993; Silberschatz et al., 1986) . Pole et al. (2002) were the first to ask whether adherence to a CMT prototype was associated with session outcomes in a single case. A case-specific CMT prototype was created from ratings of a hypothetical ideal session for the specific patient. The prototype ratings, which emphasized therapist interventions focused on guilt, reassurance, and supportiveness, were compared with process ratings of the actual sessions. The results showed that greater adherence to the case-specific CMT prototype was associated with less client negative affect, stronger therapeutic alliance, and better session outcomes (Pole et al., 2002) . Though supportive of CMT and the value of the prototype method for examining single cases, this study was limited by the case-specific prototype, which could not be readily generalized to other cases. To maximize the scientific value of single-case research, it is important that studies are designed to permit replication (Gottman, 1973; Hilliard, 1993) . A generic CMT prototype similar to Ablon and Jones' (1998) psychodynamic and cognitive behavioral prototypes would be desirable for this purpose because it could be applied to multiple cases. Furthermore, because CMT contains psychodynamic and cognitive behavioral elements, it would be useful to know whether these elements contribute to outcomes in CMT treatments. To address these prior limitations and to extend this work to the study of long-term single cases, we undertook the present study.
The Present Study
The present study had the following three aims: (a) to develop and establish the psychometric properties of a quantitative prototype of ideal CMT; (b) to determine whether a longterm control mastery treatment would adhere more closely to the CMT prototype than to the PDT or CBT prototypes; and (c) to determine whether adherence to the CMT prototype uniquely predicted symptom change. We selected an archival long-term CMT treatment that has been previously studied both qualitatively (Bloomberg-Fretter, 2005; Fretter, 1995) and quantitatively (Jones, Ghannam, Nigg, & Dyer, 1993; Pole & Jones, 1998) , thereby forming a foundation on which to build the present work. For example, it is already known that (a) the therapist was active and didactic and that the treatment focused on cognitive themes ; (b) the patient showed clinically significant improvement and maintained her gains for at least 2 years posttreatment ; (c) casespecific CMT process measures predicted symptom change (Pole & Jones, 1998) ; and (d) a case-specific PDT process measure did not directly predict symptom change but was indirectly predictive of change (Pole & Jones, 1998) . On the basis of the previous findings on this case and other previous literature, we hypothesized that (a) this treatment would show greater adherence to the CMT prototype than to either the CBT or PDT prototypes, and (b) adherence to the CMT prototype would predict symptom change, whereas adherence to the PDT prototype would not. There was insufficient basis to predict the relative level of CBT process in the treatment and whether it would predict symptom change. However, because cognitive interventions are included in CMT and because CBT has been shown to effectively treat depression (e.g., Elkin, 1994) , it is reasonable to expect that substantial CBT process may be present in the CMT treatment and predictive of symptom change.
Method

Case
The case is part of the Berkeley Psychotherapy Research Project archives and has been described in detail elsewhere (see Bloomberg-Fretter, 2005; Fretter, 1995; Pole & Jones, 1998 , for further information). Briefly, at the onset of therapy, the patient, Ms. M, was a 35-year-old middle-class Caucasian who met Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) criteria for recurrent major depressive disorder but no other Axis I or Axis II disorders. She was referred for long-term therapy because previous shorter therapies never seemed to get to the root of the problem. It was anticipated that longer term therapy would allow time to clarify connections between her childhood adversities and her recurring depressions and permit repeated corrective emotional experiences with her therapist. The client provided written informed consent to participate in this Internal Review Board-approved study. At intake, she showed elevated psychiatric distress on many measures, including the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck, Steer, & Garbin, 1988 ) (BDI ϭ 24) and the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD; Hamilton, 1967) (HRSD ϭ 22) . She was treated with CMT for 208, twice-weekly, 50-min sessions over a 2.5-year period in the University of California, Berkeley psychological clinic. Her therapist was a psychologist in full-time private practice with a decade of experience researching and practicing CMT. The outcome was successful, as evidenced by clinically significant reductions (Jacobson & Truax, 1991) in depression at termination (e.g., her termination scores were BDI ϭ 1 and HRSD ϭ 1); continued remission through the 6-, 12-, and 24-month posttreatment evaluations ; and broader improvements in her selfconcept, relationships, and understanding of the factors that triggered and maintained her symptoms (Bloomberg-Fretter, 2005; Fretter, 1995; Pole & Jones, 1998) .
Measures
The Psychotherapy Process Q-set (Jones, Hall, & Parke, 1991) . The PQS is an observer-based psychotherapy process measure consisting of 100 cards describing (a) therapist behaviors (n ϭ 41), (b) client behaviors (n ϭ 40), and (c) therapistclient interactions (n ϭ 19) that might occur in an individual adult psychotherapy session. The card items were selected to be applicable to a wide range of theoretical orientations. After inspecting a therapy session, independent judges sorted the PQS cards into a nine-category normal distribution. Category 1 comprises the five items that are most extremely uncharacteristic of the session. Higher categories are used for items that are increasingly characteristic of the session, with Category 9 re-served for the five items that are most extremely characteristic of the session.
The Symptom Checklist 90-Revised (SCL-90-R; Deorgatis & Savitz, 2000) . The SCL-90-R is a widely used self-report psychotherapy change measure assessing 90 psychiatric symptoms on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely), indicating how much the client had "been distressed" by the symptom within the past 7 days. The SCL-90-R has shown internal consistency ranging from .79 to .90, test-retest reliability ranging from .70 to .90, and adequate convergent and discriminant validity. The Global Severity Index (GSI; Derogatis & Savitz, 2000) , which is the mean rating across all 90 items, summarizes the client's general psychiatric symptom severity.
1 The client showed clinically significant reduction in GSI by the end of therapy .
Procedures
A team of eight independent judges (clinical psychology graduate students and research-oriented clinicians) were trained to achieve at least .70 interrater reliability using the PQS. Training involved reading the PQS manual, discussing each item with the measure's author (E. E. Jones), and discussing ratings of multiple videotaped therapy sessions. The judges were then randomly assigned in pairs to rate videotapes of every fourth session of Ms. M's treatment (n ϭ 53) in a random order. Judges met weekly to discuss their ratings, examine reliability, and prevent rater drift. When the correlation between two judges' ratings was below .50, a third judge was added. The judges' PQS ratings of each session were averaged together to form a composite measure of the "actual process" used in subsequent analyses. Because these mean ratings were used to operationalize the actual process, interjudge reliability was assessed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) estimate of the reliability of the mean of the k judges' ratings (ICC 3,k ; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) . The average PQS interjudge reliability across sessions was .81 (range ϭ .66 -.92).
The client completed SCL-90-R ratings at the beginning of therapy and every 16 sessions thereafter, resulting in 14 SCL-90-R GSI (symptom) assessments. The therapist was kept blind as to the client's symptom scores. Unfortunately, to accomplish the time series analysis (described in the Data Analysis section), a contemporaneous symptom score was required for each of the 53 PQS process assessments. The missing symptom scores were estimated using the same SPSS linear interpolation (LINT) procedure followed by and Pole and Jones (1998) . In this procedure, the average of two consecutive observed symptom scores were used to estimate the missing midpoint between them. The estimated midpoint was then averaged with the observed score before and after it to estimate additional missing data points between them. It is unknown how well these estimated data points represent what the patient's symptom scores would have been if they were directly assessed. Consequently, we refer to these scores as "estimated symptom scores." We took additional steps to evaluate the validity of our estimated scores (described in Footnote 2).
Prototypes were developed for the present study by combining new expert PQS ratings of an ideal CMT session (n ϭ 9) with previously obtained expert PQS ratings of ideal PDT (n ϭ 11) and ideal CBT (n ϭ 10) sessions (Ablon & Jones, 1998) . All of the experts were internationally recognized leading authorities on their respective theories and highly experienced as practitioners, scholars, and teachers of their school of therapy. Most had published extensively about their approach to psychotherapy, some as the progenitor of their theory. None of the experts were involved in rating the present case. Each expert was given an opportunity to indicate whether important aspects of their ideal therapy process were missing from the 100 PQS items. None indicated important omissions. The level of interrater reliability was high within PDT (␣ ϭ .94), CBT (␣ ϭ .95), and CMT (␣ ϭ .90) experts. A Q-mode factor analysis (Fiedler, 1951; Stephenson, 1953) was applied, which transposed the data so that each of the 30 experts was treated as a variable and each PQS item was treated as a case. The resulting data were then subjected to a principal components analysis followed by varimax rotation yielding three factors with eigenvalues above 1.0, which together explained 71% of the variation among experts. Experts of the same orientation loaded primarily on the same factor, and experts of different orientations loaded primarily on different factors. The average primary factor loading was .77 (range ϭ .66 -.88) for the psychodynamic therapists, .77 (range ϭ .64 -.86) for the cognitive behavioral therapists, and .70 (range ϭ .59 -.84) for the control mastery therapists. To determine the contribution of each PQS item to each orientation's prototype, factor scores were created using linear regression. Higher factor scores indicate that the PQS item descriptor is more characteristic of a particular psychotherapy system. The 100 factor scores within each theoretical orientation comprise the quantitative prototype of the orientation (see Appendix A, which is available as supplemental material online). The PDT and CBT prototypes have shown good face validity, content validity, and criterion validity in previous work (Ablon & Jones, 1998) .
Adherence scores for each session were initially calculated in accordance with Ablon and Jones' (1998) methods. The factor scores associated with the set of 100 PQS items for each prototype were correlated with the corresponding composite observer PQS ratings for each session, yielding one adherence score for each prototype per session. We refer to these as full adherence scores reflecting adherence to ideal therapy process rather than only ideal therapist technique. Criterion validity of the full CBT and PDT adherence scores is supported by findings of higher PDT scores in archived PDT and higher CBT scores in archived CBT (Ablon & Jones, 1998) . Though archived CMT cases were unavailable to support the validity of the full CMT adherence scores, we found such support in the correlation between these scores and a factor of PQS items shown by Pole and Jones (1998) to reflect case-specific CMT-prescribed process, r(51) ϭ .60, p Ͻ .001. To provide a means of determining which PQS items contributed to the "full" adherence score findings, we extended the Jones (1998, 2002) method by calculating component adherence scores for subsets of PQS items addressing therapist behavior (n ϭ 41), (b) client behavior (n ϭ 40), and (c) the therapist-client interaction (n ϭ 19). Therapist behavior and client behavior items clearly referenced the actor (e.g., "Therapist is tactless" or "Patient is anxious or tense"). Items classified as therapist-client interaction items were not specific as to the actor and often referenced the topic of discussion (e.g., "Love or romantic relationships are discussed") (see Appendix A for complete information on category assignment). Three component adherence scores were calculated for each theoretical orientation and for each session, yielding nine component adherence scores per session. All adherence correlations were z-transformed to increase normality prior to statistical analysis but are presented in terms of Pearson's r for ease of interpretation.
Data Analysis
To determine whether Ms. M's therapy process adhered more closely to the CMT prototype than to the other therapy prototypes, we compared the full and component adherence scores using paired t tests. These analyses and the creation of the prototypes were accomplished with SPSS 14.0. To test whether adherence to the prototypes predicted estimated symptom scores, we applied Gottman and Ringland's (1981) bivariate time series analysis using BIVAR software (Williams & Gottman, 1982) . This procedure has been used in the past to model important social relationships such as mother-infant (Gottman & Ringland, 1981) and husband-wife (Levenson & Gottman, 1985) interactions. Both and Pole and Jones (1998) showed that this approach can be applied to assess therapist-patient interactions. Though this method lacks the credibility of causal inference afforded by random assignment in group designs, it can make predictive inferences by capitalizing on unique properties of time series data. Multiple observations of the same process and session outcome variables unfolding over time provide the investigator with information about when outcome changes occurred in relation to process changes. Thus, the direction of influence between process and session outcomes can be implied by precedence. Moreover, though the Gottman and Ringland (1981) procedure cannot rule out the causal influence of unmeasured variables, it can make a stronger case for the directionality of effects than mere correlation.
The Gottman and Ringland (1981) procedure determines whether the cross-regression between the process and session outcome variables (e.g., the capacity of past adherence values to predict present symptom values) exceeds the autoregression within the symptom variable (e.g., the capacity of past symptom values to predict present symptom values). If so, then the process variable contributes to the prediction of the session outcome variable. The bivariate time series analysis also checks the possibility that session outcome values influence process scores by switching the order of predictor and criterion variables in the analysis. Bidirectional or reciprocal influence is implied if both sets of analyses show predictive influences. As applied to the present data, pairs of adherence and estimated symptom scores were conceptualized as occurring contemporaneously and at regular time intervals (i.e., every fourth session). The only assumption of the Gottman and Ringland procedure is that both time series are stationary (i.e., show similar mean and variability over time) or can be made stationary through transformation. Because the stationarity assumption was not met in these data (e.g., psychiatric symptoms decreased over time), a difference transformation was applied to each time series (see Appendix B, which is available as supplemental material online). Each data point in the series was subtracted from the point that followed it, resulting in a new slightly shorter time series (i.e., n ϭ 52). Table 1 presents the 10 PQS items that were judged by the experts to be most characteristic of ideal PDT, CBT, and CMT. Each item is accompanied by its factor score and a notation indicating whether it describes therapist behavior, client behavior, or the therapist-client interaction. The absence of a particular item in Table 1 does not mean that the experts judged the item to be uncharacteristic of their school of therapy. It only means that the experts did not consider that item among the 10 most important features of an ideal session of their type of therapy. Each prototype actually includes all 100 PQS items but with different factor score weightings reflecting the different emphases given by each orientation (see Appendix A for all 100 items).
Results
Description of CBT, PDT, and CMT Prototypes
According to the cognitive behavioral experts, ideal CBT is most strongly characterized by a focus on such topics as homework, belief systems, treatment goals, and the patient's recent (rather than early) life circumstances. The prototypical CBT therapist actively structures the interaction, is supportive, asks for elaboration, gives explicit advice or guidance, and encourages the patient to try new behaviors outside of the session. According to the psychodynamic experts, ideal PDT is most strongly characterized by a focus on the patient's dreams, fantasies, and/or the therapy relationship. The patient should ideally achieve new insights as the therapist clearly interprets defenses, transferences, and unconscious mental processes and maintains empathy, neutrality, and nonjudgmental acceptance. For control mastery experts, "accurately perceiving the therapy process" is most important in order to respond appropriately to potentially provocative client "tests." Beyond this, ideal CMT gives high priority to clarifying the client's goals by discussing aspirations and ambitions; making unconscious barriers explicit by discussing dreams, fantasies, and unrecognized guilt; challenging pathogenic beliefs by actively distinguishing reality from fantasy and suggesting alternative meanings of others' behavior; and providing direct reassurance, support, and clear communication to facilitate the client's sense of safety.
Adherence to Prototypes in the Case of Ms. M
Descriptive statistics summarizing the extent to which Ms. M's actual therapy process conformed to the three full prototypes and their components are presented in Table 2 . On average, the sessions moderately resembled the full CBT (r ϭ .39) and full CMT (r ϭ .27) prototypes but did not resemble the full PDT (r ϭ .01) prototype. Paired t tests comparing the full adherence scores revealed that the sessions were significantly closer to ideal CBT process than ideal CMT process, t(52) ϭ 7.82, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.00, or ideal PDT process, t(52) ϭ 14.08, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 2.30, and significantly closer to ideal CMT process than to ideal PDT process, t(52) ϭ 12.06, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.58.
Examination of the component adherence scores revealed a more nuanced picture. Paired t tests showed that the therapist's adherence to ideal CMT behaviors (r ϭ .40) was significantly higher than her adherence to either ideal CBT behaviors (r ϭ .35), t(52) ϭ 2.58, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 0.34, or ideal PDT behaviors (r ϭ Ϫ.06), t(52) ϭ 14.57, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.94, and her adherence to ideal CBT behaviors was significantly higher than her adherence to ideal PDT behaviors, t(52) ϭ 10.51, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.75. However, the client's behavior most closely approximated ideal CBT behaviors (r ϭ .46) as compared with either ideal CMT (r ϭ .04), t(52) ϭ 23.24, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 2.27, or ideal PDT behaviors (r ϭ .27), t(52) ϭ 11.41, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.08. In fact, the client's behavior was significantly closer to ideal PDT than to ideal CMT, t(52) ϭ 9.21, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.35. Finally, with regard to therapist-client interaction items, adherence to both ideal CMT (r ϭ .31), t(52) ϭ 20.31, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 2.17, and ideal CBT (r ϭ .24), t(52) ϭ 7.14, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.82, significantly exceeded adherence to ideal PDT(r ϭ Ϫ.18), but adherence to ideal CMT was not significantly different from adherence to ideal CBT, t(52) ϭ 1.47, ns, d ϭ 0.33.
Did Adherence to the Full or Component Prototypes Predict Estimated Symptom Change?
The results of bivariate time series analyses examining the relationships between the full prototype adherence scores and estimated symptom change scores are presented in Table 3 . The middle three columns (A, B, and SSE GSI-EST ) of the table describe and compare four types of regression models that were constructed to test whether the adherence scores predicted change in estimated symptom severity. The right three columns (C, D, and SSE CBT ) of the table check for bidirectional effects by constructing models to test whether estimated symptom severity scores predicted change in the adherence scores. The four types of models comprising each bivariate time series analysis differ in their number of autoregressive terms (enumerated under Columns A and C) and cross-regressive terms (enumerated under Columns B and D). Each term corresponds to an observation (or "lag") into the past. In this study, each lag corresponds to four Note. PQS item numbers are given in parentheses following PQS item content. Each prototype is actually composed of all 100 PQS items but with different factor scores reflecting the different emphasis given by the experts. The absence of a particular process in a given prototype in this table should not be taken to mean that the experts judged that process to be unimportant. It only means that the experts did not consider it among the 10 most important features of the therapy. T ϭ Therapist. P ϭ Patient. a PQS therapist behavior item. b PQS client behavior item. c PQS therapist-client interaction item. Note. Adherence scores are Pearson correlations (r) between composite observer Psychotherapy Process Q-set (PQS) ratings of each session and prototypes derived from expert PQS ratings of a hypothetical ideal session from the perspectives of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), psychodynamic therapy (PDT), and control mastery therapy (CMT). Full prototype refers to adherence scores involving all 100 PQS items. Therapist behaviors refers to adherence scores involving PQS items describing therapist behaviors (n ϭ 41). Client behaviors refers to adherence scores involving PQS items describing client behaviors (n ϭ 40). Therapist-client interaction refers to adherence scores involving PQS items describing qualities of the therapist-client interaction, including topics of discussion (n ϭ 19). See Appendix A, which is available as supplemental material online, for a complete listing of PQS items contributing to these three categories. Means in the same column that do not share subscripts significantly differ on the basis of paired t tests at p Ͻ .05 or less. Min ϭ minimum value in sampled sessions. Max ϭ maximum value in sampled sessions. M ϭ mean value across sampled sessions. SD ϭ standard deviation across sampled sessions.
Table 3 Summary of Bivariate Time Series Analyses Predicting Estimated Symptom Change (GSI-EST) With Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT), Psychodynamic Therapy (PDT), and Control Mastery Therapy (CMT) Full Prototype Adherence Scores
Regression model an "oversized" model combining more autoregressive and crossregressive terms than should be necessary to explain the data. Conventionally, 10 lags into the past are used to construct the oversized model. The time series is thus effectively shortened by 10 observations (i.e., the 11th observation in the time series is the first observation predicted by each model). Model 2 is constructed by successively removing autoregressive and cross-regressive terms from the oversized model until an "optimal" combined model is achieved that minimizes the number of autoregressive and cross-regressive terms needed to predict the series without significantly changing the amount of explained variance. Model 3 is constructed by dropping the crossregressive terms from the model to achieve an "optimal" purely autoregressive model (one with the minimal number of terms). Finally, Model 4 determines how much variance would be explained by an oversized purely autoregressive model (one with 10 terms). As a validity condition for the main analysis, the optimal models must not significantly differ from the oversized models in terms of unexplained variance. Pairwise comparisons of the variance left unexplained by each model are made using likelihood ratio tests, each yielding a Q statistic. This statistic has a chi-square distribution and is evaluated at the p Ͻ .05 significance level (two-tailed). The analysis also yields a z-score, which can be used as an indicator of effect size. A nonsignificant difference between Models 1 and 2 indicates that the smallest combined model has equivalent explanatory power to the oversized combined model. Thus, the simpler (smaller) model is preferred (Model 2). A nonsignificant difference between Models 3 and 4 indicates that the smallest purely autoregressive model has equivalent explanatory power to the oversized autoregressive model. Thus, the simpler model is preferred (Model 3). The heart of the analysis is the comparison between Model 2 (the optimal combined model) and Model 3 (the optimal autoregressive model). If there is a significant difference between these models, then one series is said to contribute to the prediction of the other because significantly more variance is explained by considering the other series than would be explained without it (see Gottman & Ringland, 1981 , and Appendix B for further details). After applying these methods, we found that both adherence to the full CBT prototype, Q(8) ϭ 20.4, p Ͻ .01, z ϭ 3.10, and adherence to the full CMT prototype, Q(8) ϭ 17.7, p Ͻ .05, z ϭ 2.43, predicted estimated symptom scores, but adherence to full PDT prototype did not, Q(4) ϭ 7.06, ns, z ϭ 1.08. When the analyses were repeated to check for bidirectional effects, the results showed that estimated symptom scores did not predict adherence to the full CBT, Q(0) ϭ 0, ns, z ϭ 0.00; CMT, Q(1) ϭ 2.94, ns, z ϭ 1.37; or PDT, Q(0) ϭ 0, ns, z ϭ 0.00, prototypes 2 (see Table 3 ). We repeated this procedure with the component adherence scores. To conserve space, we only present the comparisons between Models 2 and 3 here. It should be noted that all of the validity tests yielded the expected results (i.e., the differences between Models 1 and 2 and between Models 3 and 4 were not significant). We found that among the CMT prototype components, estimated symptom change was significantly predicted by adherence in therapist behaviors, Q(5) ϭ 18.98, p Ͻ .01, z ϭ 4.42, and client behaviors, Q(5) ϭ 18.37, p Ͻ .01, z ϭ 4.23, and exhibited a trend toward being predicted by adherence to the therapist-client interaction items, Q(1) ϭ 4.75, p ϭ .06, z ϭ 2.66. Within the CBT prototype, estimated symptom change was significantly predicted by adherence to therapist-client interaction items, Q(5) ϭ 15.07, p Ͻ .05, z ϭ 3.19, showed a trend toward being predicted by adherence to therapist behavior items, Q(5) ϭ 12.49, p ϭ .06, z ϭ 2.37, and not significantly predicted by adherence to client behavior items, Q(5) ϭ 10.63, ns, z ϭ 1.78. For the PDT prototype, estimated symptom change was significantly predicted by adherence to both client behavior items, Q(9) ϭ 27.70, p Ͻ .01, z ϭ 4.41, and therapist-client interaction items, Q(10) ϭ 27.33, p Ͻ .01, z ϭ 3.88, but not significantly predicted by adherence to therapist behavior items, Q(7) ϭ 13.59, ns, z ϭ 1.76. When the analyses were reversed, estimated symptoms scores did not significantly predict any of the component adherence scores.
3 In summary, the time series analyses indicated that Ms. M's symptom change was significantly driven by the therapist's adherence to ideal CMT behaviors, the client's adherence to ideal CMT and PDT behaviors, and therapist-client interaction consistent with ideal CBT and ideal PDT.
Discussion
The control mastery prototype introduced in this article was accompanied by good psychometric properties. The very high interrater reliability among CMT experts shows that, despite the case specificity emphasized by CMT researchers (Fretter et al., 2 We checked the validity of our SCL-90-R GSI score interpolation procedure in two ways. First, we identified a measure in the data set that was highly correlated with the 14 SCL-90-R GSI data points prior to imputation, conceptually related to the SCL-90-R GSI measure, and available for all 53 observations. The composite ratings of PQS Item 94 "Patient is sad or depressed" satisfied these criteria (r ϭ . 80, p Ͻ.001). After excluding this item from the calculation of the full adherence scores, we recomputed the time series analyses and found that greater adherence to the revised CBT prototype predicted the PQS Item 94 rating, Q(8) ϭ 22.55, p Ͻ . 01, z ϭ 3.64, and greater adherence to the revised PDT prototype did not, Q(0) ϭ 0.00, ns, z ϭ 0.00. However, contrary to our original results, adherence to the revised CMT prototype did not predict the item rating, Q(7) ϭ 11.0, ns, z ϭ 1.07. As a second check, we repeated the full prototype time series analyses using only the 14 pairs of process and outcome measures that were actually observed (i.e., discarding 39 actual adherence score observations and the 39 imputed symptom scores). After shortening the number of start-up observations from 10 to 2 (to accommodate the shorter time series), we replicated our original findings. SCL-90-R GSI scores were predicted by the full CBT, Q(2) ϭ 9.88, p Ͻ . 01, z ϭ 3.94, and full CMT, Q(2) ϭ 8.82, p Ͻ . 05, z ϭ 3.41, adherence scores but not by the full PDT adherence scores, Q(2) ϭ 5.54, ns, z ϭ 1.77. Taken together, these follow-up analyses increase confidence in the linear interpolation procedure but cannot guarantee that our results were unaffected by our data estimation procedure.
3 It may be surprising to some that none of our time series analyses yielded evidence of reciprocal effects (i.e., symptom changes influencing adherence to particular prototypes). This result runs counter to clinical experiences and some empirical evidence (e.g., Barber et al., 1996) that therapists may modify their techniques in response to changes in the client's symptoms (e.g., becoming more structured if the client's symptoms worsen). We speculate that the absence of such findings in the present study may have been due to the sampling interval of our study (i.e., increments of every fourth session). It is possible that future studies investigating consecutive sessions would detect more reciprocal effects. 1994; Silberschatz et al., 1986) , experienced CMT therapists were able to reach consensus about what constitutes ideal "generic" CMT process. Second, despite the theoretical and empirical similarities among CMT, CBT, and PDT, their ideal descriptions were distinct enough to generate separate statistical factors. Finally, the overlap between the most characteristic items in our CMT prototype and both theoretical descriptions of CMT (e.g., Weiss, 1993) and a previously published case-specific CMT prototype (Pole et al., 2002) supports the validity of the generic prototype.
The prototype adherence scores featured in this article were not intended to measure adherence to a specific therapy manual. Rather, the scores indexed the extent to which the actual therapy process conformed to theoretical ideals articulated by each group of experts. We found that adherence to the CMT prototype was in the moderate range, which is in accord with therapist's account that she flexibly applied CMT principles to this case (BloombergFretter, 2005; Fretter, 1995) . Some have argued that such moderate adherence should be the rule when any therapy model is applied in practice because theoretical ideals must be adjusted to fit specifics of the case (Barber et al., 2006) . Unlike conventional adherence scores (e.g., Hill et al., 1992) , the full prototype adherence scores were not only limited to therapist behaviors but also assessed client behaviors and the therapist-client interaction. Component adherence scores, novel to the present study, clarified the full prototype results. For example, contrary to our hypothesis, the full prototype adherence scores suggested that Ms. M's therapy most closely resembled ideal CBT. However, the component adherence scores revealed that this result was largely driven by the client's behavior, which was most consistent with ideal CBT. According to data presented in Appendix A, this suggests that the client demonstrated an understanding of (PQS#72) and commitment to (PQS#73) therapy and did not seem controlling (PQS#87), passive (PQS#15), or wary (PQS#44). Similarly, the greater adherence of the therapist-client interaction items to ideal CMT and CBT than to ideal PDT implies that the sessions focused on the client's treatment goals (PQS#4), personal aspirations (PQS#41), and belief system (PQS#30). Finally, the finding that the therapist's behavior was closest to ideal CMT indicates that the therapist accurately perceived the therapy process (PQS#28), focused on guilt (PQS#22), actively differentiated reality from fantasy (PQS#68), and provided direct reassurance (PQS#66). From the conventional conceptualization of adherence, which emphasizes therapist behavior, this last result argues in support of our hypothesis by showing that the therapist most strongly adhered to ideal CMT.
The time series analyses were similarly elucidated by attention to the component scores. Our finding that adherence to the full CMT prototype predicted estimated symptom change was supplemented by evidence that both its therapist and client behavior components significantly contributed to this change. These results support our hypothesis, echo previous findings on this case on the basis of case-specific CMT measures (Pole & Jones, 1998) , and are broadly congruous with other literature showing associations between recommended CMT processes and desired client changes (Fretter et al., 1994; Norville et al., 1996; Pole et al., 2002; Silberschatz & Curtis, 1993; Silberschatz et al., 1986) . In fact, the component score findings might be interpreted as supporting earlier work indicating that both therapist behaviors (e.g., plancompatible interventions; Silberschatz et al., 1986) and client behaviors (e.g., testing; Silberschatz & Curtis, 1993) contribute to the efficacy of CMT. It is worth noting in this respect that adherence to ideal CMT client behavior predicted change even though such adherence was, on average, low in Ms. M's treatment. This echoes a point made by Ablon and Jones (1998) that relatively rare processes can have clinically meaningful impact. Our discovery that adherence to the full CBT prototype also predicted estimated symptom change was similarly clarified by follow-up findings showing that only adherence to the CBT interaction items significantly predicted this change. These items included focusing on homework (PQS#38) and belief systems (PQS#30), both of which have been empirically associated with improvement in the cognitive behavioral treatment of depression (DeRubies & Feeley, 1990) . Note also that though the client's behavior was most consistent with ideal CBT, this component did not predict symptom change, indicating that the most conspicuous processes may not be the most effective processes. Finally, our findings that neither adherence to the full PDT prototype nor adherence to its therapist behavior component predicted estimated symptom change supported our hypothesis and mirrored Jones et al.'s (1993) finding based on a case-specific "psychodynamic technique" measure. However, adherence to ideal PDT client behaviors (e.g., the client achieving new insights) and therapist-client interactions (e.g., discussing the client's dreams or fantasies) did predict such change. These findings also agree with previous work on this case showing that a focus on psychodynamic topics and increases in the client's free association predicted estimated symptom change (Pole & Jones, 1998) . Taken together, these results indicate that, among therapist behavior prototypes, the therapist's adherence to ideal CMT behaviors was the driving force in this treatment. However, the client's behavior and the therapist-client interaction also contributed to the client's recovery through adherence to ideal CMT, CBT, and/or PDT processes. Yet, all of these time series results must be accepted with caution because of the large number of estimated symptom scores involved in this study. Though imputed scores were unavoidable given the requirements of the time series analysis and the limitations of this unique archival data set, and though the results were similar when the major analyses were repeated with the imputed values excluded, it is still possible that different results may have emerged if all symptom scores were available. This problem should be avoided in the future by obtaining symptom and process measures on the same schedule.
The validity of our symptom score estimation does, however, gain further support from the consistency of our results with several of Ablon and Jones' findings relating full adherence scores to a broad range of unmodified outcome measures. For example, our finding that Ms. M's CMT most closely adhered to the full CBT prototype runs parallel to Ablon and Jones' (2002) finding that interpersonal psychotherapies also most closely adhered to the full CBT prototype. Similarly, our finding that adherence to the full CBT prototype predicted estimated symptom change in this CMT treatment is reminiscent of Ablon and Jones' (1998) finding that adherence to the full PDT prototype was associated with favorable outcomes in CBTs. From a perspective that broadly defines adherence in terms of therapist behavior, client behavior, and their interaction, our results reinforce Jones' (1998, 2002) point that names of therapies can be misleading. Even when a therapist is using techniques consistent with her or his orientation, it is possible that unexpected processes belonging to other types of therapy may be wittingly or unwittingly present and influencing outcomes. Yet, from a narrower perspective that sees adherence only in terms of the therapist's behavior, our results offer an alternative explanation of Ablon and Jones' earlier work and suggest that an examination of components might have yielded different conclusions.
This brings us to a broader discussion of the limitations associated with the procedures outlined in the present article. First, as the contrasts between the full and component adherence scores illustrate, consideration of only the full prototypes may obscure meaningful distinctions between its components. The prototypes differed in whether therapist behavior, client behavior, or therapist-client interaction items were rated as most characteristic. For example, whereas the CMT experts rated therapist behavior items as most important, the CBT experts selected therapist-client interaction items as most important. This could be why the full CMT adherence results were consistent with its therapist component and the full CBT adherence results were consistent with its therapist-client interaction component. Thus, we recommend following full prototype analyses with analyses addressing meaningful components. Second, the Q-sort methodology forces greater discrimination in ratings than might occur without it. Thus, there is a potential that ratings can be exaggerated by this method and might be more valid if straightforward Likert scales were used. Third, it is reasonable to raise the criticism that the prototypes may be too general to capture specific applications of theoretical models to particular clinical problems (e.g., CBT for depression vs. CBT for panic disorder) or for particular stages of therapy (e.g., PDT in the working vs. termination stage). This problem could be addressed by developing even more specialized prototypes addressing these variations. Fourth, given the emphasis that CMT has traditionally placed on case specificity and its deemphasis on specific techniques, the omission of case-specific elements and emphasis on specific therapist behaviors in our CMT prototype may be disconcerting to some. It is possible that the CMT prototype failed to adequately capture key aspects of CMT process (especially processes that would vary from case to case) or gave undue weight to technique over other subtle processes. If so, then this might further explain why some of the CMT adherence scores were low (especially those associated with client behaviors). We are somewhat reassured by the high agreement among CMT experts about ideal CMT process and by the fact that none of them indicated that important items were omitted from the CMT prototype, but this issue warrants further examination, perhaps by comparing the predictive power of generic and case-specific CMT prototypes within the same case. Fifth, the method does not incorporate a way of determining whether the therapist's competence (or lack thereof) might explain the adherence results (Barber et al., 2006; Shaw et al., 1999) . In the present example, the therapist was highly experienced in practicing CMT, but one could legitimately ask whether she delivered CBT and PDT interventions competently and whether her level of competence with these techniques contributed to the results. Sixth, there are limitations in the Gottman and Ringland (1981) bivariate time series analysis itself. For example, this method cannot accommodate more than two variables at a time and, therefore, cannot simultaneously test between competing predictors. Furthermore, the procedure has not been widely used or thoroughly studied for potential statistical biases and shortcomings. Thus, it may well be that other time series approaches may prove more powerful for future applications. A final basic limitation is one inherent to single-case research; namely, that the results cannot be assumed to generalize to other cases. For example, our results do not suggest that all or even most CMT treatments contain significant CBT elements. We merely show that a CMT treatment conducted by an experienced CMT practitioner can contain significant CBT elements and that these CBT elements can predict symptom change. We consider this to be an interesting result in its own right. However, to test its generalizability, "N of one research" must be replicated to achieve what Gottman (1973) called, "N-of-one-at-a-time research." The prototypes described can be applied to unlimited new cases to test the repeatability of our findings.
Limitations notwithstanding, we believe that this study makes several contributions. First, it replicates and extends previous single-case studies supporting CMT Messer et al., 1992; Pole et al., 2002; Silberschatz & Curtis, 1993; Silberschatz et al., 1986) and previous studies of this case Pole & Jones, 1998) . Such replications are vital for a developing science and particularly important for single-case research (Gottman, 1973; Hilliard, 1993) . Second, through expert prototypes and adherence scores, it offers new ways of assessing the integrity of widely used therapies (i.e., PDT and CBT) in situations in which specific therapy manuals are not available, and it also provides a means of making a lesser known but empirically "supported" therapy (CMT) more accessible to the field. The prototypes show that although some elements of all theoretical approaches are case specific, there are also general elements that may contribute importantly to understanding symptom change. Third, the bivariate time series analyses provide a sophisticated method of identifying mechanisms of change in long-term therapies, a topic that is virtually absent in the literature. In combination with the adherence scores, which assess the multivariate match between actual process and the optimal blending of therapy processes proposed by experts, a priori hypotheses may be tested. The time series analysis may also be used to test case-specific or post hoc research questions (e.g., Pole & Jones, 1998) . Finally, though the methods outlined in this article may be applied to many theoretical orientations, they offer an especially important alternative to the "events paradigm" methods (Rice & Greenberg, 1984) typically used to study CMT. Rather than developing individualized formulations for every case (Curtis, Silberschatz, Sampson, & Weiss, 1994) , the CMT prototype provides a generic "formulation" that can be used with any case. Rather than rating every therapist intervention and every client response for its consistency with CMT (e.g., Silberschatz et al., 1986 ) (a cumbersome task in long-term therapies) an entire session can be rated with the PQS in less than 2 hrs.
In conclusion, it has long been argued that there may be a gap between what therapists say they do and what they actually do in their consulting rooms (Buckley, Karasu, Charles, & Stein, 1979 ). The prototype method offers a window into the match between a therapist's professed theoretical model and his or her actual psychotherapy process, including a way of assessing whether the client's behavior and the therapist-client interaction conforms to theoretical ideals. When combined with statistical methods that are designed to assess predictive relationships between variables unfolding repeatedly over time, a further opportunity is opened to study process and outcome relationships in long-term psychotherapy. Furthermore, these questions can be addressed at the level of the single case, thereby avoiding the expense and difficulty of the randomized clinical trial. Though such designs are not a substitute for randomized trials, they can make valuable contributions to a very sparse literature and address questions that otherwise might never be asked.
